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Abstract— This paper investigates a novel offline path planner for single point robots in cluttered environments. In order to achieve the best results in building shortest collision free trajectory lengths from initial to the goal configuration, we considered a multi-layer solution in the form of a unique algorithm that works as a unit on workspace elements such as obstacles and determines proper trajectories. In addition, we have employed multiple parameters in our path planner to increase its level of flexibility to be able to maneuver on different scenarios related to the workspace components layouts. This versatility has increased our planner capabilities to override constraints related to diversity of environmental specifications as well as adjustment to the robot equipment constraints.
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I. INTRODUCTION

A n artificial intelligent point robot by default refers to a single mechanical device simplified to be represented by a point in space, which is able to maneuver through using proper equipment such as wheels in an environment called a workspace. In addition, a point robot is usually supplied with a predefined discipline, which enables it to operate in the workspace along with its related components independently. A workspace is usually bounded in a limited boundary area that consists of an initial and goal configurations as well as obstacles with various shapes and sizes located on different regions of the environment. One of the most important concerns for employing mobile robots is the ability to achieve the assigned tasks successfully without collisions. Unlike an online planner, an offline path planner outputs trajectories in an environment that is semi-static. The environment is composed of obstacles that remain stationary for long durations (e.g., as in a ship yard) and the robot path is expected to be traversed frequently. Therefore, path length and robot safety are of higher priority than impromptu path adjustments. In order to fulfill performing tasks flawlessly, a robot, as a key feature of its capability, has to possess a viable strategy to enable it to move among workspace objects while avoiding collisions. In other terms, the mobile robot has to be able to build an optimal collision less trajectory from the initial to a prescribed goal configuration. A path planner for a point robot, hence, contemplates a viable trajectory, which is constructed in a form of a procedure that is responsible to control collisions while the robot is pursuing its goal. The more vigorous path planner that a single point robot has in terms of accuracy and planning, the higher rate of performance to reach the goal successfully in terms of collision avoidance and safety. In recent decades, the vital need of the planner construction for a robot has attracted several groups of researchers to work on developing and optimizing planners for purposes of achieving better and more accurate results to build trajectories for moving robots from a start point to the goal configuration successfully. Comparing the early planners with the later ones manifests drastic upgrades on both the accuracy and safety of path planners. Researchers have used a variety of different criteria and rules to construct robots path planners. At the early stages of developing path planners for offline robots, [2], and [15] independently proposed planners inspired by electromagnetic fields. The potential field planner is constructed based on considerations of virtual attractive and repulsive forces among start and goal configurations along with the repulsive forces of obstacles that are present in the workspace. The Probabilistic Roadmaps method as another example of path planners was mainly introduced in [14]. It is categorized as a motion planning method that is built based on constructing a network of vertices located in the available free spaces in the workspace. They have adopted Dijkstra’s algorithm, [8], as a tool to analyze and refine the shortest trajectory from initial to the goal configuration. Some path planners are more focused on building a safe trajectory. For example, the Voronoi diagrams as a solution for planning have been studied and developed by several researchers: [12], [16], [17], [19], [20], [23]. It basically works based on a set of vertices in the environment and builds the ideal trajectory considering the middle distances between workspace and obstacles as well as the distances between obstacles themselves. Employing this strategy allows robots equipped with lower accuracy rate of sensor detections to move between obstacles and reach their goals with the highest safety possibilities. While the earlier papers proposing the principle solutions of novel path planners, there is usually a departed change with later related approaches in terms of addressing issues and covering them. Therefore, later approaches achieved better results for building optimized trajectories. For instance, the local minima as one of the major disadvantages for using Potential Field planning method was addressed in [5], and [11]. Another issue that was resolved is the problem of using a single attraction point in workspace which leads to having difficulties with producing the resultant forces in environments including several closely located obstacles is reported in [18]. In order to fix the mentioned problems, [3], and [9] have proposed modifications and upgrades on the potential field’s originally constructed formulation by using different functions such as harmonic functions: [7], [10], [24].

In order to reach higher optimization levels for path planners in terms of reliability, security, and trajectory length, several research articles from a variety of different groups of researchers have focused on incorporating many different approaches in
form of hybrid solutions, with the sole intention of constructing more powerful planners with higher performances. Hybrid planning approaches are generally built based on a mixture of the key features that are adopting from different path planners in form of unique solutions with the purpose of treating problems that are involved with planners in calculating and constructing the ideal trajectories: [1], [4], [6], [13], [21], [22], [25].

This research article introduces an offline path planner for single point robots that incorporate multi-layer strategies with the purpose of minimizing the trajectory length between initial to the goal configuration with respect to maintaining trajectory safety and saving the needed hardware resources to analyze the environment and achieve the ultimate trajectory in a reasonable time. Since the method rapidly optimizes for the path we coined it Rapidly Optimizing Mapper (ROM). In the next section we briefly explain the main parameters and components that are needed to construct our planner along with the key feature roles for each followed by illustrations of our novel offline path planner in the subsequent section.

II. ALGORIHMIC FORMULATION FOR ROM

In order to build an efficient path planner which is able to build collision less trajectories for a mobile robot in a variety of different workspaces that are furnished to the planner with various obstacle arrangements, successfully, considering salient elements that play vital roles in robot navigation toward goal is essential. We categorized the most important elements that are necessary to be taken into account, while fabricating our adequate path planner in terms of building a collision free and optimal trajectory, into two parts. Safety concerns and optimality consideration are our two major deliberations in terms of the shortest possible length between initial to the goal configurations. We will express these concepts in more details later in this section. We considered a three phase algorithm for our path planner in general, including: processing the workspace, graph conversion of workspace, and optimal trajectory determination. Figure 1 capitulates our planner phases along with steps that belong to each phase.

The planner algorithm computes the optimal trajectory based on the primitive adjustments for the related values that will be given at the beginning of the process of planning. These values empower the planner algorithm to consider the optimal trajectory based on the workspace and robot specifications. In other terms, equipping robots with different types of sensors having various detection capacities lead us to consider proper measurements in determining the trajectory to allow the robot to pursue a collision avoidance trajectory toward goal, successfully. The main objective for the first phase of our planner is to analyze the workspace elements such as obstacles with the purpose of determining and scanning perimeters of obstacles to locate their boundary edges and to provide necessary data for the next phase of planner. As it was discussed earlier in this section, in order for the planner to accomplish its task to build a flawless trajectory, we considered defining attributes that are directly incorporated in defining a safe and reliable path toward the goal. The safety property relies on considering proper boundaries around obstacles in regards to the robot’s sensor equipment strength in terms of sensitivity to detecting and recognizing surrounding objects and also accuracy of detecting obstacle edges along with the robot’s ability to maneuver in workspace via considering a proper distance to allow the mobile robot to adjust its direction toward following the computed trajectory. To fulfill the safety criterion, we defined Standoff Distance (SD) measurement. SD is an adjustable variable that is empirically determined based on the robot’s sensor equipment specifications. In other words, the path planner algorithm computes the trajectory with consideration of the vertical length of SD value. The more mobile robot has poor obstacle edge detection as well as low degree of accuracy for detecting objects, the larger value for SD are applicable. An offline path planner by default analyzes the workspace and computes the proper trajectory prior to robot movement toward goal. Our planner builds the trajectory based on considering an abstract straight line from the initial to the goal configuration at each cycle of analyzing the workspace. In
case where planner is confronted with crossing obstacles by the mentioned virtual straight line toward goal, the planner algorithm enters the phase of analyzing encountered obstacle accordingly. To fulfill obstacle inspection stage, the planner uses the Degree of Traverse (DOT) concept. The DOT value, quantifies the rate of obstacle surface scanning sensitivity. The DOT value regulation depends on the workspace size along with obstacle primitives as well as the maneuvering skills rate of mobile robot. In some certain situations, the robot may need to move toward obstacle surfaces. When it comes to the skills of the robot in terms of safely maneuvering through obstacle primitive movements, considering a proper distance around obstacles as secure boundaries is essential. These boundaries have to be large enough to allow the robot to adjust its path toward the determined trajectory without collisions. The degree of surface traversal (DOST) is the measurement that we considered to achieve this objective. The value of DOT that is acceptable will vary depending on the distance that robot needs to adjust its direction successfully. The lower rate of accuracy for a robot to change its direction corresponds with considering higher value for DOST. The algorithm steps of the workspace processing unit of the planner is illustrated with the following five step procedure:

1. The algorithm sets primitive variables related to the SD, DOT, and DOST, along with the start and goal configurations,
2. It then considers a virtual straight line from start point to the goal configuration,
3. The first obstacle that intersects with the virtual line in step 2 in at least one hit point will be categorized as a roadblock obstacle,
4. For roadblock obstacles, the planner algorithm uses the analysis phase to scan the surface of the roadblock obstacles with the purpose of determining obstacle side edge nodes. In order to fulfill this aim, the planner adopts the value determined for the DOT at the initialization phase. The initial angle that planner considers for obstacle surface examination is 0. At the beginning of the process, the algorithm inspects virtual paths in both sides of the obstacle hit point for the value resulting from accumulated of the latest angle and the DOT value. If at least one of the virtual rays intersects the same obstacle in at least one hit point, the planner repeats the process of the roadblock obstacle surface scanning. In order to obtain the roadblock obstacle side edge nodes, the planner, at the beginning, considers the first virtual paths from both sides of the primitive hit point that shares no hit points with the same obstacle. It then reaches to the unsecure roadblock side edge nodes, which are calculated based on the nearest vertical distance from the surface of the obstacle. The planner appraises the roadblock side edge nodes by accumulating the unsecure roadblock side edge nodes distance and the SD value adjusted at the initiate phase of the planner. The last step of this phase of planner consists of considering the newly calculated roadblock side edge nodes as the new initial configurations that will be considered by the planner to route the trajectory from those points toward the goal, and
5. The process of analyzing workspace obstacles ends with reaching to the goal configuration. This unit of the planner supply the needed data for the next unit in order to revise and to form the complete graph. The information produced at this unit includes the calculated roadblock side edge node points along with the initial start and goal configurations.

As it was outlined in the planner first unit procedure, the planner analyzes the workspace and recognizes and hence, selects those obstacles that are blocking the abstract straight paths from initial point toward goal configuration to be processed at the second unit of the planner algorithm. The major task of the second phase of our planner, as recently expressed, is to use the data produced in the first phase with the sole purpose of constructing a completed graph based on forming a lattice of nodes located on the edges of roadblock obstacles starting from primitive initial point and ending to the goal configuration. To fulfill the second stage of our planner, we conceived of the following three general attributes that the planner benefits to route an accurate and reliable complete graph toward goal.

Node visibility: Node visibility is the primitive condition that is met where pairs of nodes located on either side edges of roadblock obstacles or on their surfaces respectively, when a straight ray crossing from both nodes does not intersect any obstacles in the workspace. In other words, two nodes are considered to be visible, if there is a possibility to connect them through a straight line without intersecting any obstacles.

Visible pathways: A visible pathway consists of a group of visible nodes located consecutively on the same path. The following equation illustrates the expressed condition:

\[
\forall \left( (n_i, n_j, n_k) \in V_N \right) \& (V_N \in W_{O_x}) \& (n_i, n_j) \in C_x \& (n_j, n_k) \in C_y = \emptyset \& \left( \left( C_x \cap \bigcup_{r=1}^{p} W_{O_r} \right) \& \left( C_y \cap \bigcup_{r=1}^{p} W_{O_r} \right) = \emptyset \right) \Rightarrow \left( (n_i, n_j, n_k) \in SVP_t \right)
\]

In equation 1, VN indicates the visible nodes that belong to the obstacle W_{O_x}, C_x, C_y, and C_z are illustrating connections between n_i and n_j, n_j and n_k, and n_i and n_k, roadblock obstacle side edge nodes of W_{O_x}, respectively. VP_t indicates the t^{th} path segment, which consists of n_i and n_j as its side points, SVP_t.

Uncompleted node: The first phase of the planner task is to determine the roadblock obstacles side edge nodes. One of the major tasks of the second phase of the planner is to recognize roadblock obstacles side edge nodes belonging to the same obstacle that are not connected to one another through at least
one direction toward the surface of the roadblock obstacle respectively.

The steps of the second phase of our planner is illustrated in the following four step procedure:

1. Identifying roadblock obstacles side edge nodes connection,
2. Eliminating uncompleted nodes generated by the analysis phase of the planner by connecting them together toward both directions of the surface of the obstacle with the vertical length of SD,
3. Simplification of nodes forming visible pathways by disposing the nodes located in between both sides of visible paths, and
4. Adjusting distances between pairs of nodes for the resultant graph which will be constructed from exploiting the previous steps of this phase of planner algorithm.

The second phase of our planner constructs a complete graph based on considering available paths from initial to goal configuration. This graph will be used in the subsequent phase of the planner algorithm with the purpose of recognizing optimal trajectory. In order to increase the performance of our planner in terms of building proper trajectory, we have benefitted from the application of the Dijkstra algorithm for the third phase of our planner. The main function of the last phase of our planner is to analyze the complete graph and hence, determining the shortest path toward goal configuration using the Dijkstra algorithm that we assume is common knowledge.

The next section is dedicated to validation of the functionality of our planner performance to determine optimal trajectories in workspaces consisting of various arrangements for initial and goal configurations along with obstacles specifications such as sizes, shapes, and locations.

III. VERIFICATION AND VALIDATION OF ROM

In order to validate the performance of our planner, we considered four different exemplar scenarios. These scenarios in diverse forms of various workspaces along with the results obtained from applying our planner to each are indicated in the following three case studies:

**Case study 1:**
For our first workspace map, we considered locating a variety of different obstacles in terms of shapes, connectivity, and locations in the form of crowded obstacle arrangements scenario to assess our planner performance on building trajectory in complicated situations. As shown in Figure 2, some obstacles are connected to each other and hence, form larger obstacles while other obstacles are isolated from one another. The size of the workspace is 100 by 100 units. In order to maximize the number of roadblock obstacles from start to the goal configurations, we considered the start point at the top left corner of the map at (70, 15) point and the goal configuration at the bottom right corner of the workspace at (75, 88) coordinate point. The first workspace map along with the start and goal configurations are illustrated in the following figure 2.

Figure 2. The sample map of the workspace for the case study 1

Figure 3 reflects results from applying our path planner to the related workspace map.

Figure 3. The first sample map of the workspace for the case study 1

The optimal pathway in the form of a collision less trajectory is shown in bright path starting from start location and ending at the goal configuration. Figure 3 reveals that our path planner is able to build a collision free trajectory in crowded workspaces in terms of obstacle numbers, sizes, shapes and arrangements, successfully.

**Case study 2:**
The second workspace consists of obstacles connected to each other to form a maze pattern shown in Figure 4.

Figure 4. The second pattern of the workspace map for the case study 2
The following figure 5 shows the optimal path resulting from our planner operation on the related workspace illustrated in figure 4.

![Figure 5. The first sample map of the workspace for the case study 2](image)

As it shown in the figure 5, our planner is able to route the optimal trajectory benefiting different techniques in the form of a unique algorithm to calculate and refine the shortest path possible. This is done by adopting the simplifying skills to keep the side visible nodes and eliminate other nodes that are located in between. As a result, the final constructed graph consists of paths that are either in the form of straight lines that have the minimum distance between pairs of nodes or located on the surface of roadblock obstacles.

**Case study 3:**

The final considered case study is fabricated based on a workspace including spiral shapes obstacles. We used this scenario with the sole purpose of evaluating our planner skills to route shortest collision less trajectory toward the surface of the roadblock obstacles. The following figure 6 is the showcase of the third environment including obstacles, start, and goal points.

![Figure 6. The third pattern of the workspace for the case study 3](image)

Our path planner generates the optimal trajectory in the form of the shortest collision free path from start into goal configurations as indicated in the following figure 7.

![Figure 7. The first sample map of the workspace for the case study 3](image)

The optimal trajectory is marked as a bright pathway crossing from the surface of the spiral obstacle with vertical distance with the Standoff Distance value. Our planner considered a portion of the optimal trajectory to be on the surface of the roadblock obstacle as indicated in figure 7. This is because the virtual ray crossing from roadblock obstacle side edge nodes were continuously intersecting the same obstacle and hence, a roadblock obstacle surface scanning with the length of DOST enforced by the planner with the purpose of obtaining new side edge nodes.

The results obtained from applying our planner to all considered three cases revealed that our path planner is able to route optimal trajectory for all cases flawlessly. In addition, our planner is able to build the path without restriction to specific workspace arrangements. The way we fabricated our planner enables it to consider all possible workarounds to eliminate constraints, which elevate its performance to perform in any scenarios to analyze and refine trajectories from initial to the goal configurations.

**IV. CONCLUSIONS**

A novel offline path planner for single point robots has been presented that we dubbed ROM. ROM is able to plan a collision free route from start point to the goal configuration. The planner benefits a series of different methods and parameters to analyze the workspace and compute the shortest collision free trajectory toward goal. We increased the performance of the planner algorithm dramatically by considering techniques that overlook irrelevant obstacles from the workspace. The strategy of focusing on certain obstacles instead of all available obstacles in the environment leads to operation on fewer numbers of obstacles, and hence, reduces the required number of operations to analyze the workspace and to regulate the trajectory from start into goal configuration, more efficiently.

**V. FUTURE WORK**

Thus far, we focused on building ROM for moving offline robots that is able to analyze the workspace and construct an optimal trajectory in terms of computing the shortest length
from initial points to the goal configuration, successfully. In addition, in regards to the safety of the processed path, our proposed planner is able to plan a collision free route from start to the goal configuration. In order to accomplish the security aspect of determining the optimal trajectory, our path planner benefits from use of several parameters that we developed for our planner, as expressed in the previous sections. Throughout this research, we appraised our novel path planner performance by applying it on many prototypically complex situations with different workspace objects arrangements. Our planner revealed that it is able to route optimal collision avoidance trajectories in all cases, flawlessly. As the next phase of our planner performance evaluation in future work, we plan to assess our planner performance by comparing it with other offline path planners such as Potential Field and Rapidly-exploring Random Trees path planners. Our intent is to apply our planner along with other offline planners in different scenarios with the sole purpose of acknowledging the abilities of our path planner on operating workspace objects such as obstacles in terms of analyzing the environment as well as constructing the ideal collision less trajectories.
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